SINGLE WINDOW SYSTEM IN FOREIGN TRADE OF THE KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
1) 2006-2009 Preparing phase:
- analysis of administrative barriers in foreign trade area;
- elaborating and accepting legal acts to implantation the principle of Single window
- Creating of the Government enterprise “Single window” in foreign trade area”
2011-2013 Project realization phase:

- Determination of Government agencies cooperation;
- Creation and implantation the “Single window” information system’s software in regulation agencies.
2013 to present time launching and operational activity phase:

- Integration Single window information system with Customs service information system
State bodies involved in single window system

- State Sanitary and Epidemic control agency;
- State communication agency;
- Center of testing and certification;
- Republic center of constructions certification;
- State Sanitary and Epidemic control agency;
- Ministry of Economy;
- State agency of a road and water transport;
- State agency of environmental protection and forestry;
- Chamber of Commerce and Industry
- Private certification companies
The factors which exerted the negative impact on process of single window implementation

- Insufficient requirements analysis in change of the regulatory legal base (an example: recognition and use of electronic documents, electronic archive and another)
- Mistakes in implementation stages planning of the SW (the analysis and reengineering of business processes, short terms)
- Insufficient political impact of authorized body responsible for coordination and implementation of SW at the initial stages
- Insufficient interdepartmental coordination and interaction on a program implementation, the electronic information systems (incompatibility of information systems of state agencies with SW IS) connected with implementation
Cross-border Paperless TF Framework Agreement is approving with other state bodies

E-trade program is creating
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